
 
 

Sara F. Hathaway 

Sara is an author, social media marketer, and home 

manager who has earned a Bachelor of Science in 

Business Administration from the California State 

University of Sacramento. 

Sara's areas of specialization are in business management and 

marketing. She is also a survival and homesteading student 

and practitioner. Sara lives in the piney forest of east Texas. 

As a happily married woman with two boys, she delights in 

quality family time hiking and camping. Besides marketing and writing, she 

participates in martial arts training, tending to her garden, and preserving the fruits of 

that labor during the week. 

The psychology that drives her writings is for people to realize how to prepare for a 

disaster and appreciate the relationships in their lives. Her writings' central philosophy 

is that you can be confident in any survival situation if you have the skills and proper 

mental attitude. She wants people to learn through a fictional experience, just how 

fragile our manufactured society is.  

The Changing Earth Series is a post-apocalyptic adventure, following Erika 

Moore, a young woman, wife, and mother, as she navigates a world torn apart by a rapidly 

changing planet. Her family's survival story starts in California in the book Day After 

Disaster. Their epic tale continues nine years later, in the book Without Land. The family 

finds themselves locked up in a FEMA camp because they are no longer landowners. The 

chaos following the disaster required extreme governmental measures to regain control 

of the nation, and the refugee population has exploded. The Walls of Freedom describes 

the Moore family's adventures as they run from the Federal and Mercenary Forces 

controlling the populous. Unsure of whom to trust, the story Battle for the South tells the 

tale of the revolution's beginning. In Dark Days in Denver, the earth awakes and adds 

more complications to the battle for the west. The Endless Night takes readers into the 

communist central region to display life under federal oppression. Hope on the Horizon 

continues the story of survival in this new landscape. Finally, The Bitter End brings 

finality to the adventure as the earth stabilizes, and the people find a new way of life. 

 

Want to explore the facts behind the fiction? The Changing Earth Podcast follows the stories chapter by chapter. 

Then, we expore a survival concept presented in the chapter reading with survival professionals from across the globe.  

James Talmage Stevens  
aka Doctor Prepper 

 
My recent interview with Sara F. 

Hathaway was a rewarding 

experience––a first-time author, a 

female author in a genre normally 

dominated by males, and with an 

interesting premise. 

Sara Hathaway is a young dynamic 

woman who has not only penned a 

really good survivalist novel from a 

woman's point of view, but she is able 

to weave into her tale lots of tips, 

pointers, and gut-wrenching personal 

decisions normally accepted as man-

stuff.  
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MCS Film Review Team 

My favorite books are long ones that 

don't seem long because the pages melt 

away under the pace of the story and 

this was definitely one of those. We're 

seeing a lot of social criticism through 

literature these days, across all genres, 

and I think this book definitely 

contributes to that trend. Movie-wise, 

this kind of story never goes out of 

style. I see it as being sort of like the 

Hunger Games meets the Day After 

Tomorrow. 
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